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Abstract

This paper presents a method to incorporate price heterogeneity when researchers don’t

observe individual transaction prices. Prices may not be available in suffi cient detail if, for

example, the purchase is illegal, the sales price is private information, the individual did not

make a purchase, or the prices are aggregated. Estimates based on inadequate pricing data

can lead to biased elasticities resulting in misguided policy recommendations. We show how

to overcome this problem by supplementing the pricing data with (commonly available)

additional data on demographics to construct an empirical price distribution from which

the researcher can obtain simulated draws of consumer-specific prices. Our approach is

similar in spirit to the traditional approach employed to identify unobserved individual

product heterogeneity. Monte-Carlo results show that our method is an improvement over

standard techniques and yields substitution patterns that reflect heterogeneity in prices

across individuals. We take our approach to data from illicit markets where we know very

little about the price paid.
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1 Introduction

Often empirical researchers face data constraints when estimating models of demand. This

paper examines one problem that arises frequently - incomplete, missing, or insuffi cient data

on individual transaction price. Individual pricing data may be lacking for a multitude of

reasons: prices are aggregated (hence the data are imprecise), the purchase is illegal or the

sales price is private information (hence the data are incomplete), or the individual did not

make a purchase (hence the data are missing). In standard workhorse models, a common

assumption is that all consumers (those who purchase or choose not to purchase) face

the same product characteristics when making their purchase decisions, where one of these

characteristics is the price. It is well-known that this practice can lead to measurement

error bias (see Berry (1994)) as not all consumers face the same price. This motivates

the instrumental variables approach to correct for price endogeneity which can arise from

correlation between the price and unobserved (product-specific) demand characteristics.

However, there may be individual-specific heterogeneity in the transaction price that

arises from non-random differences across consumers. To the extent this is the case,

the price will be correlated with individual-specific unobserved characteristics. The in-

strumental variables approach proposed in Berry et al. (2004) may not be suffi cient to

overcome this individual source of endogeneity leading to inconsistent parameter estimates

and biased policy recommendations.

We propose a method to remedy this problem by incorporating unobserved individual

prices. Our method shows how to use variation in (commonly available) micro-level data

combined with pricing data in a novel way. The main insight is to combine data on demo-

graphics together with aggregate pricing data to construct an empirical price distribution

from which the researcher can obtain simulated draws of consumer-specific prices. Our ap-

proach is similar in spirit to the traditional approach in the literature employed to identify

unobserved individual product heterogeneity. Monte-Carlo results show that our method

is an improvement over traditional approaches and yields substitution patterns that reflect

(true) heterogeneity in prices across individuals.

Individuals may face different transaction prices for the same products in many mar-
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kets - take for example automobiles and housing. In both markets the final price is the

outcome of a negotiation process, and, to the extent that there is variation in the ability

of consumers to bargain or obtain information, the transaction price will reflect this non-

random variation. Indeed, bargaining over final goods prices can be seen in the markets for

health insurance, medical devices, capital assets, financial products, as well as in business-

to-business transactions.1 The literature has found that differences in negotiated prices

from list prices can be substantial. For example, Chandra et al. (2017) show that con-

sumers characteristics can explain about 20% of the differences in final transaction prices

for identical new cars.

Another common source of non-random unobserved price variation arises from privately-

known price discounts. For example, pharmaceutical companies typically offer discounts

to large buyers, such as governments, hospitals or insurance companies, and these discounts

are not public information. Unobserved discounts occur in numerous situations such as

between: content providers and cable companies (Crawford (2012)), computer manufac-

turers and microprocessor producers (Eizenberg et al. (2019)), book publishers and online

retailers, car manufacturers and dealerships (Huang (2017)), and advertisers and content

providers.2

Finally, adequate pricing data are especially diffi cult to obtain for illicit products due

to the illegal nature of the market. In fact, in many empirical studies of illicit markets

researchers often have to resort to using prices from police drug busts (Williams (2004)),

which are not always complete, suffer from selection issues, and certainly not individual-

specific.

The literature has provided some direction to address inadequate pricing data. One

such study is Miller and Osborne (2014) who recover optimal transaction prices in the

demand for cement when only average prices are observed by using equilibrium conditions.

1 For example, see Goldberg (1996), Scott-Morton et al. (2001), and Busse et al. (2006), D’Haultfœuille
et al. (2018) (automobiles); Allen et al. (2014), Allen et al. (2019), Robles-Garcia (2019) (housing); Dafny
(2010) (health insurance); Grennan (2013) (medical devices), Gavazza (2016) (capital assets); Hastings et
al. (2017) (financial products); and Town and Vistnes (2001) (2001) business-to-business transactions.

2 For example, esimates of the demand for advertising content incorporate an ad price which may not
be correct due to (unobserved) advertising terms of trade with content providers. These discounts on listed
ad media prices are rarely observed but are likely to be non-random.
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Similarly, D’Haultfœuille et al. (2018) develop a method to estimate price discrimination

(based on transaction prices) in the market for new cars when only aggregate list prices

are available. They develop a method to identify transaction prices by taking advantage

of supply side conditions. In addition, unobserved price heterogeneity can be partially

incorporated by estimating random coeffi cients on the pricing term. However, Griffi th et

al. (2018) has shown that random coeffi cients specifications may have strong implications

for the estimated rate of pass through (i.e., the change in prices resulting from a cost shock)

(see also Weyl and Fabinger (2013)). This can influence findings related to, for example,

the welfare effects of price-discrimination (Aguirre et al. (2010)), the impact of mergers

(Jaffe and Weyl (2013)), and the quantification of cartel damages: Verboven and van Dijk

(2009).

The method we propose has many advantages. First, it allows the researcher to

incorporate price heterogeneity when the researcher can’t (as in the case of illicit markets)

or doesn’t want to model the supply side. Second, it generates an implied price faced

by purchasers and non-purchasers in a symmetric way (which is relevant for computing

counterfactuals). Third, it allows researchers to obtain an individual price (that is not

driven by random coeffi cients) while not having access to micro-level pricing data. Finally,

the econometric methodology properly addresses the issue of unobserved individual prices

by integration, which is critical for unbiased policy recommendations.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we present the model and econo-

metric methodology. In section 3 we present the results from Monte-Carlo experiments

and compare our results to those from traditional estimation methods. We present the

results from an application to the market for marijuana in section 4. We then conclude.

2 The Model

We propose a method to incorporate individual prices in the econometric model when the

researcher observes aggregated pricing and demographic information. We first describe how

empiricists incorporate unobserved consumer attributes when they don’t observe individual
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purchase decisions in a random coeffi cients logit model for aggregate demand data. We

then discuss a method for incorporating individual prices that is similar in spirit.

The random coeffi cients logit model for aggregate demand data Consider a

model with T markets, t = 1, ..., T. In each market t we have It potential consumers. Each

consumer i may choose one of J + 1 differentiated products: j = 0, ..., J , where j = 0

denotes the outside good (good 0). Consumer i’s conditional indirect utility is:

uijt = xjtβi + αipjt + ξjt + εijt, (1)

where xjt denotes a 1 × K vector of observed product characteristics, pjt is the price of

product j, βi denotes a K × 1 vector of random coeffi cients capturing individual-specific

preferences for the product characteristics, and ξjt is the unobserved product characteristic.

Note that all consumers are assumed to face the same product characteristics, in partic-

ular the same price. The indirect utility from the outside good is, as standard practice,

normalized to zero: ui0t = εi0t.

The distribution of consumers’preferences can be modelled as:

(
αi
βi

)
=

(
α

β

)
+ ΠDi + Σνi (2)

Di ∼ PD(D) (3)

νi ∼ Pv(ν) (4)

where Di is a H×1 vector of demographic variables, PD(D) an empirical distribution, Π a

(K + 1)×H matrix of coeffi cients that measures how preferences vary with demographics,

νi is a (K + 1)× 1 vector of unobserved consumer valuations, which are often drawn from

parametric distributions such as a standard normal: νi ∼ N(0, IK+1).
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Equation (1) is typically rewritten as the sum of three terms:

uijt = δjt(xjt, pjt, ξjt) + µijt(xjt, Di, νi) + εijt,

δjt = xjtβ + ξjt

µij = xjt(ΠDi + Σνi),

where the mean utility δjt does not vary across consumers and is a function of product

characteristics (xjt, pjt, ξjt). Consumers exhibit heterogeneity in purchase decisions which

is expressed by µij + εijt. In particular, this term is a function of the demographics of the

individual (Di): in particular, it allows different consumer types (based on demographics

and unobservable heterogeneity) to have different tastes for product characteristics, as

captured by the parameter matrix Π and Σ. This framework allows us to capture household

level variation in purchase decisions even though we do not observe the choices made by a

particular consumer.

To estimate this model, the econometrician “draws” consumers from the empirical

distribution PD(D), which is usually a household survey, and a parametric distribution

Pv(ν). Given that the market shares of consumers are simulated, this approach does not

yield a closed form solution for the market shares. Market share is generated by integrating

over the empirical distribution of individuals, P (D, ν):

sjt =

∫
exp(δjt + µijt)

1 + Σrt exp(δrt + µirt)
dP (D, ν).

Unobserved Individual Prices We propose a method for incorporating individual

prices that is similar in spirit. Consider a situation where the researcher observes infor-

mation about the individual (Di) but does not observe the price that the individual paid.

Our framework incorporates this unobserved price by drawing a price for each individual

from an empirical price distribution (which may be observed or generated from data). In

estimation, the method involves integrating out over this empirical price distribution when

computing the market share. We exploit two sources of information: market level informa-
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tion on prices, characteristics, and manufacturers’prices; and individual-level information

on prices and choices by demographic group. Such information is often present in surveys.

For example, Simmons Survey is an individual-level dataset that contains information on

demographics of individuals and computer purchases of these same individuals. However,

these data are not suffi cient to estimate a model of PC demand because they only contain

information on the manufacturer of the PC that was purchased. In the above notation,

product j would correspond to the manufacturer and the price would be the price paid by

the individual for PCj. Another example is the CAMIP survey data in Berry et al. (2004)

that contains micro data on households’ choices, characteristics and transaction prices.

Differently from us, the authors use the modal vehicle price to construct the vehicle prices,

so that all individuals face the same price.

We first generate an “empirical”price distribution based on the average and standard

deviation of prices by demographics Dt, using the information income quartiles and types.

In short, instead of using list prices, we draw a price p̂ijt for each individual and product

from an empirical simulated price distribution P̂t(Dit, pjt), which is generated to reflect

the entire distribution of product prices. That is, the empirical price distribution does not

exist, but is itself formed by combining information from data on consumer characteristics

(within a certain market) and linking these to the price distribution (in the same markets).

To construct this “empirical”distribution we can use the average and standard deviation

of the market-level prices for each product j = 1, 2, ..., J and summarized in vector pt =

{pjt : j = 1, 2, ..., J}. Further we can leverage on individual-level data, for example from
a consumer survey, on products purchased by some (perhaps aggregated) characteristics.

Our aim is to exploit these observed quantities to construct an empirical distribution for

the price that an individual faces, pit ∼ P̂t(pit), taking into account the consumption of

products and price differences across products.

Distributions of prices for each product in the market, denoted Fp(pijt), can be specified

as either a nonparametric distribution, or a parametric distribution with the parameters

estimated from the consumer-level data. After prices are drawn, we specify the indirect
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utility of consumer i from buying product j in year t as follows:

uijt = xjtβi + αip̂ijt + ξjt + εijt, (5)

where p̂ijt is now individual-specific. The model allows consumer preferences to vary

according to individual characteristics, which can be observed demographics Di, or un-

observed, νi. Such heterogeneity can be modeled as above in equation (2). As we will

see in the next sections, the way we model unobserved heterogeneity in prices has strong

implications for the results, both in terms of parameter estimates and substitution pat-

terns. The literature has been very clear on the advantages of letting the taste parameters

vary with the observed demographics, as it allows to include additional information on

the demographics in the modelling framework, and to reduce the reliance on parametric

assumptions (Nevo (2001)). We will show that drawing the unobserved individual prices

from a distribution relying on the observed demographics achieves the same advantages in

terms of flexibility.

All these assumptions generate individual choices and market shares. Given that εijt

is i.i.d. extreme value, the individual choice probability is a random coeffi cient logit:

ŝijt =

∫
exp(δjt(xjt, ξjt) + αp̂ijt + µijt)

1 + Σrt exp(δrt(xrt, ξrt) + αp̂irt + µirt)
dP (D, ν), (6)

where P (·) denotes the population distribution function.
We can compute the integral in the equation (6) and predict the individual market

shares for each product. After, we can choose the parameters to minimize the distance

between the predicted market shares and the individual choices
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3 Monte Carlo experiment

3.1 The data generating process

We consider a set of experiments in which we generate data according to a random coeffi -

cients logit model with individual-level data. For each experiment, we generate 100 datasets

with T = 10 markets, J = 25 products per market, and I = 500 consumers per market.

Each dataset consists of a constant; an observed product-specific attribute x1jt drawn from

a uniform distribution; an unobserved (by the econometrician) product-specific attribute

ξjt drawn from a normal and uncorrelated with prices pijt : we abstract from the issue

of endogeneity of prices, since we want to focus on comparing the performance between

using individual prices and aggregated list prices. Nevo (2000) and Berry (1994) note that

if different consumers face different prices, using either a list or average transaction price

will lead to measurement error bias: that is yet an additional reason to use instrumen-

tal variables as prices may be correlated with the error term. However, the authors also

note that instrumentation as proposed by Berry (1994) and Berry et al. (1995) can deal

with measurement error only if the variable measured with error enters in a restrictive way,

namely, the part of utility that is common to all consumers (δjt as defined below). This will

not be the case in the random coeffi cient logit model in which we allow for heterogeneity

in price sensitivity and prices that vary across individuals, hence instruments will not be

able to address the issue of insuffi cient pricing data.3 Finally, we draw an i.i.d. individual

and product-specific unobservable εijt from a Type-1 extreme value distribution. We set

the mean valuation of the product characteristics xjt = (1, x1jt) equal to (−3; 2).

In contrast with the usual assumptions, consumers are offered different prices, which

in turn depend on their socio-demographic characteristics. We construct individual and

product-specific prices pijt as follows: (i) we draw income and a 1-0 “type”(examples are

gender, age category, ethnicity, education level) characteristics for each individual: those

characteristics do not vary across simulations; (ii) for each simulation, we draw product-

specific list prices (for instance, manufacturer’s suggested retail price) pLjt from a normal

3 In future work, we will explicitly consider the correlation between ξjt and pijt and check the perfor-
mance of instruments in dealing with measurement error.
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distribution N(2, 0.5) to ensure positive realizations of the draws; (iii) we relate the list

prices with the simulated socio-demographic characteristics to generate individual prices

pijt. In particular we treat the dummy variable for type Sit as the realization of a latent

continuous variable S∗it and we draw income (Mit) and type (S∗it) from a multivariate

lognormal distribution as follows:

(
lnMit

S∗it

)
∼ N


 0

0

 ,
 1 ςMS

ςMS 1


 ,

and Sit = 1{S∗it>γ}. In the Monte Carlo design, we set ςMF = 0.9; γ = −0.4: these settings

ensure that type 1 is more numerous than type 0 and enjoys, on average, a higher income.

Individual prices are constructed as:

pijt = pLjt − ζGFit − ζM (M it −Mit),

where ζG denotes a discount given to type 1 and ζM (M it −Mit) a discount decreasing

in individual income, with M it the highest income draw: we set ζG = 0.2; ζm = 0.03.

These assumptions generate a bimodal distribution of individual prices: figure 1 shows an

example of individual price distribution for a particular product/market/simulation draw.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Individual Prices and List Price

The figure reports the histogram and kernel density overlay for individual prices of product 1 in market 1.
The vertical bar (on the right) represents the list price for the same product.

Similarly to equation (5), the indirect utility of consumer i from buying product j in

year t is given by:

uijt = xjtβ + ξjt︸ ︷︷ ︸
δjt

+ αipijt + εijt, (7)

where δjt includes all the product-specific characteristics. We model αi as follows:

αi = α+ ΠDi + Σνi, (8)

where Di is a vector of draws from the empirical distribution of income and νi is a vec-

tor of unobserved standard normal consumer valuations; parameter α captures the mean

valuations of price; Π is a 1 × 1 matrix describing how the valuations for price vary with

income; and Σ is a 1 × 1 scaling matrix capturing unobserved heterogeneity in the valua-
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tions for price. We specify a DGP in which α = −1.5; Π = 0.5; Σ = 0.25. To reduce the

number of parameters to be estimated, we assume that the distributions P (D) and P (ν)

are independent.

For each design and its associated 100 datasets, we estimate: (i) the correctly specified

model; (ii) a product-level logit, with and without random coeffi cients, using list prices;

(iii) a product-level logit, with and without random coeffi cients, using list prices with

micro moments based on demographics, in the spirit of Berry et al. (2004); (iv) a model in

which we generate the empirical price distribution drawing from a distribution matching

the mean and standard deviation by demographic characteristics. The random coeffi cient

logit models (ii-iii) are the benchmark models for empiricists.

For each design, we use GMM to estimate both the correctly specified model and the

other, misspecified models. We now specify the GMM estimator in each model.

Correctly specified model We use two sets of moment conditions. The first set is

generated from the choice probabilities as:

g1ijt = (dijt − ŝijt(θ))zijt,

where dijt is the dependent variable (equal to 1 if consumer i in market t chooses product

j and 0 otherwise); zijt is a vector of instruments that vary over products and markets as

well as over consumers in each market: as individual prices pijt are not endogenous in our

specifications, prices are adequate instruments.

The second set of moment conditions consists of product-level moment conditions for

the identification of the parameters of the constants for each product, δjt :

g2jt = ξjt(θ)wjt = (δjt(θ)− βxjt)zjt, (9)

where zjt varies over products and markets: we use the vector of product characteristics

xjt. Given the dimensionality of δ (25× 10), we estimate it using the contraction mapping
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procedure (Berry et al. (1995)) within the iterative process for the other parameters.

We stack the two sets of moments into one vector: gijt =
(g1ijt
g2jt

)
, with the second set

of moments repeated for each consumer i in market t. The moment conditions can then

be written as g =
∑
t

∑
j

∑
i

gijt = 0. The GMM estimator is the parameter value that

minimizes the quadratic form g′ · A · g.4 We also estimate the model using the Maximum
Simulated Likelihood estimator with and without the contraction. As expected, results are

identical for a mode without random coeffi cients (the micro logit model), as the moment

conditions are the first-order conditions for maximum likelihood and predicted shares equal

sample shares. For the random coeffi cient logit model, these two features do not hold, but

results are very close to the ones obtained using the GMM estimator.

Random coeffi cient logit The aggregate moments consist of the usual set of moment

conditions proposed by Berry et al. (1995) to estimate aggregate product differentiated

demand systems as in equation (9). As standard practice, we use list prices to calculate

the market shares by product and market.

Random coeffi cient logit with micro-moments Following Berry et al. (2004), we add

a second set of moment conditions that makes use of additional micro-level information.

We assume that we observe not only the aggregate market shares of products by year and

market, but also the market shares by demographic groups. In particular, we assume that

we observe market shares for each car and consumer demographics (income and type), so

we can calculate the average characteristics of consumers who have purchased a certain

product: for example, the average number of consumers of type 1 who have purchased a

product. We match this information with the sales by income and by type predicted by

4 We use an approximation to the weighting matrix given an intial guess of the parameters, defined as
follows:

A =

(∑
t

∑
j

∑
i

gijt(θ)gijt(θ)
′

)−1
.
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the model. This amounts to the following sample moment conditions:

g3Djt = It(s
obs
ijt − ŝijt(θ))Dt (10)

When satisfied, this moment conditions imply that the observed mean of the demo-

graphic for the choice alternative
∑
j

sobsDjtDt/It is equal to the mean predicted by the

model
∑
j

ŝDjtDt/It. Subsequently we stack the set of moments defined in equation (9)

and equation (10) into one vector and use the GMM estimator to recover the parameters.

The empirical price distribution As explained above, we generate an “empirical”

price distribution: instead of using list prices, we draw a price p̂ijt for each individual and

product from an empirical simulated price distribution P̂t(Dit, p
D
jt), which is generated to

reflect the entire distribution of product prices. In our setting, to construct this “empiri-

cal”distribution we use the average and standard deviation of the market-level prices by

demographic, type and income quartile, for each product j = 1, 2, ..., J and summarized in

vector pt = {pDjt : j = 1, 2, ..., J}. Further we assume that we observe individual-level data
on product choices.

In our simulations, we specify distributions of prices for each product in the market,

denoted Fp(pijt) as normals with the means set at the observed market averages by demo-

graphic and variances set using information by market:

pijt ∼ Fp(pijt) , Fp(pijt) = N(pjt,Ω
p,D
jt ) for j = 1, ..., J.

After prices are drawn, we use them to calculate the individual market shares by product

and market and form the moment conditions following the same steps outlined above for

the correctly specified model.
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3.2 Parameter estimates

We compare the performance of the three estimation methods against the correct model.

Table 1 reports the estimation results for the data generating process in which heterogeneity

is modelled as described in equation (2). The parameter estimates for the correctly specified

model are, as expected, very close to the true parameters. This confirms that our estimation

procedure works well in practice. Next, consider the parameters of the misspecified models.

The price parameter is estimated with a downward bias (in magnitude) in the misspecified

logit and random coeffi cient logit model using the incorrect list prices pLjt: consumers avoid

the higher prices less than they would thanks to the discount. In contrast, in the logit model

with additional micro moments using list prices, the estimated price parameter presents a

strong upward bias (in magnitude). Finally, in our proposed empirical price distribution

which constructs the individual prices on the basis of the demographics, the estimated

parameters are close to the true ones.

Table 1: Monte Carlo results: Parameter Estimates

Parameters True Micro Logit Aggr Logit Aggr RC Logit Micro RC Logit Micro Logit
Ind price List price List price List price Emp. price

β 2.00 2.08 2.07 2.08 2.08 2.08
(0.08) (0.09) (0.10) (0.10) (0.08)

α -1.50 -1.50 -0.60 -0.90 -1.31 -1.51
(0.04) (0.06) (0.77) (0.59) (0.06)

Π 0.50 0.50 n/a 0.10 0.47 0.51
(0.08) (0.58) (0.42) (0.10)

Σ 0.25 0.25 n/a 0.20 0.02 0.25
(0.01) (0.74) (0.25) (0.01)

The table reports the empirical means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of selected parameters. The estimates
are based on a 100 random samples of 10 markets and 25 products. The true models is a model with individual
prices.

3.3 Substitution patterns

It is most interesting to investigate the substitution patterns implied by our estimates. The

logit model ignores heterogeneity across consumers and is clearly inferior with respect to
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all the other models. The random coeffi cient logit model yields to substitution patterns

that appear to be more biased compared to our method, although the use of additional

micro moments is very helpful in reducing the bias. Moreover, because of the use of list

prices, the substitution patterns across individuals are more susceptible to be driven by

functional form assumptions and tend to be particularly biased by demographic.

Table 2: Monte Carlo results: Substitution Patterns

Own elasticity Product 1
Mean St.Dev 10th Median 90th

Micro Logit - True -1.309 0.777 -2.257 -1.372 -0.302
Aggr Logit - List price -1.231 0.000 -1.231 -1.231 -1.231
BLP RC Logit - List price -1.340 0.479 -1.874 -1.422 -0.712
Micro RC Logit - List price -1.382 0.809 -2.093 -1.701 -0.273
Micro Logit - Emp price -1.299 0.790 -2.263 -1.359 -0.264

Cross elasticity Product 1-2
Micro Logit - True 0.055 0.030 0.015 0.061 0.086
Aggr Logit - List price 0.060 0.000 0.060 0.060 0.060
BLP RC Logit - List price 0.057 0.023 0.029 0.061 0.083
Micro RC Logit - List price 0.057 0.036 0.010 0.072 0.087
Micro Logit - Emp price 0.054 0.031 0.013 0.060 0.086

The table reports means and standard deviations of the own-elasticity of product 1 and the cross-elasticity between
product 1 and product 2, as well as the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles across consumers (I = 500). The estimates
are based on a 100 random samples of 10 markets and 25 products. The true models is a model with individual
prices.

4 Application

It is easiest to understand the approach in the context of an example. Our example is

derived from and follows closely Jacobi and Sovinsky (2016) (hereafter JS). That paper

focuses on predicting the demand for marijuana. JS observe individual consumption

of marijuana but not how much the individual paid. They construct an empirical price

distribution for marijuana, which they use to generate an implied price faced by users and

non-users. This allows JS to estimate a model with individual prices while not observing
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these in the data. We first discuss the data and then the framework.

The data in Jacobi and Sovinsky (2016) are from two sources. The first are individual-

level cross-section data from the Australian National Drug Strategy Household Survey

(NDSHS). The NDSHS was designed to determine the extent of drug use among the non-

institutionalized civilian Australian population aged 14 and older. These data are partic-

ularly useful as they contain demographic, market, and illicit drug use information. The

second are market-level pricing data collected from drug seizures by the Australian Bureau

of Criminal Intelligence. These data consist of prices for all drug busts made in that region

time period.

The major psychoactive chemical compound in marijuana is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

(or THC). The amount of THC absorbed by marijuana users differs according to the part

of the plant that is used (e.g., leaf, head), the way the plant is cultivated (e.g., hydro), and

the method used to imbibe the drug. On average marijuana contains about 5% THC, where

the flowering tops contain the highest concentration followed by the leaves (Adams and

Martin, 1996). Marijuana that is grown hydroponically (hydro), indoors under artificial

light with nutrient baths, typically has higher concentrations of THC relative to naturally

grown leaf and head (Poulsen and Sutherland, 2000).

The NDSHS survey contains information about which form of marijuana the user uses

(leaf, head or hydro). Table 1 presents median market prices (across the country) and

individual percentage of use per type by year.5 Given the higher amount of THC present

in hydro it demands a higher price.

5 It is common to use types in combination (i.e., a bag might contain leaf and head), hence the percentages
do not sum to one.
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Year
2001 2004 2007

Median Market Prices by Gram
Leaf 30 33 37
Head 30 34 37
Hydro 33 34 38

Individual Use by Type
Leaf 46% 43% 39%
Head 80% 77% 70%
Hydro 23% 19% 40%

Notes: These are real prices in 1998$. The price data
are market level data from the Australian Bureau of
Criminial Intelligence.

Table 1: Prices and Use by Type (source Jacobi and Sovinsky, 2016)

An individual i chooses whether or not to consume marijuana in market m (which is a

state-year combination). The indirect utility is given by

Uim = pimα+ f(di, xm, Lim) + εim, pim ∼ P̂m(pim)

which depends on a function of demographic characteristics di (which we observe), market

specific variables xm, variables related to the legal status Lim, and an idiosyncratic error

term εim.
6

The indirect utility also depends on the price the individual pays (pim). However, we

do not observe these prices in the data. The common approach is to assign each consumer

an average price for the product in that market. This approach has a few drawbacks.

First, by using the average across markets the strategy precludes price variation within

the market. Second, some consumers may prefer different (quality) types of products and

hence face systematically different prices.

An alternative approach is to use additional data on the price distribution (for each

product type) and draw a price for each consumer from this distribution. As we mentioned

6 Individuals have utility from not using marijuana, which we model as Uim0 = α0+ εim0,where all non
stochastic terms are normalized to zero, because we cannot identify relative utility levels.
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above, we have information on the distribution of the prices from the data as well as what

types each consumer uses. We construct an “empirical”price distribution ( P̂m(pim)) by

exploiting prevalences on the type of marijuana used and market-level price data. In short,

instead of using a weighted average product price, we draw a price for each individual

from an empirical simulated price distribution, which is generated to reflect the entire

distribution of product prices. That is, the empirical price distribution does not exist, but

is itself formed by combining information from data on consumer characteristics (within a

certain market) and linking these to price distributions (in the same markets).

To construct this “empirical”distribution we use the average market-level marijuana

prices (pmt) for each type t = 1, 2, 3 (leaf, head, hydro) summarized in the vector pm =

{pm,leaf , pm,head, pm,hydro} = {pmt : t = 1, 2, 3}. These are based on the prices reported
by the Australian Bureau of Criminal Intelligence. Further we observe which type of

marijuana an individual uses (from NDSHS). Using these data we construct market level

probabilities of using a type, πm = {πm,leaf , πm,head, πm,hydro} = {πmt : t = 1, 2, 3}.7

Our aim is to exploit these observed quantities to construct an empirical price distri-

bution that an individual faces, pim ∼ P̂m(pim), taking into account the consumption of

the three types and price differences across types. We specify distributions of prices and

probabilities of use for each type by market, denoted Fp(pimt) and Fπ(πimt), respectively

7 A different example: Consider a market (that consists of consumers with different demographics) where
we have some average market-level prices by product (characteristic) type t = 1, 2, ..., T and summarized in
vector pm = {pmt : t = 1, 2, ..., T}. Further we often observe individual-level data from a consumer survey
on products purchased by characteristic. Based on these responses for all individuals in a market, we can
construct market level probabilities of buying each product type in each market, πm = {πmt : t = 1, 2, ..., T}.
Our aim is to exploit these observed quantities to construct an empirical distribution for the price that
an individual faces, pim ∼ P̂m(pim), taking into account the consumption of the product types and
price differences across types. For example, Simmons Survey is an individual-level dataset that contains
information on demographics of individuals and computer purchases of these same individuals. However,
these data are not suffi cient to estimate a model of PC demand because they only contain information on
the manufacturer which made the PC that was purchased. In the above notation the “type” of product
would correspond to the manufacturer and the price would be the price paid by the individual for that PC
of type t.
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as truncated normals, where

pimt ∼ Fp(pimt) , Fp(pimt) = TN(0,∞)(pmt,Ω
p
mt) for t = 1, 2, 3

πimt ∼ Fπ(πimt) , Fπ(πimt),= TN(0,∞)(πmt,Ω
π
mt) s.t.

∑
t
πimt = 1.

with the means set at the observed market averages and variances set using information

across all markets. Assuming that the “average”price (pim) an individual faces depends

on the relative use of each type we then define this price as an average of the prices over

the three different types weighted by their respective use probabilities

pim|πimt, pimt =
3∑
t=1

(πimt ∗ pimt).

The price pim reflects the average price faced by individual i in market m based on draws

from the market and type specific distributions of price and the probability of use. The

implied marginal empirical distribution of price for individuals in a market is given by

P̂m(pim) =

∫ 3∑
t=1

(πimt ∗ pimt) dFp(pimt) dFπ(πimt)

assuming independence in the distributions across types and across prices.

Assuming the individual has access to marijuana, the probability i chooses to use

marijuana in market m (the individual market share) is given by

Sim =

∫
Rim

dFε,p(ε, p)

=

∫
Rim

dFε(ε)dP̂m(pim),

where Rim is the set of variables that results in consumption of marijuana given the pa-
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rameters of the model, F (·) denotes a distribution function, and P̂m(pim) represents the

market-specific empirical price distribution. The latter equality follows from independence

assumptions,

This method of generating individual prices from an empirical distribution improves

upon the typical approach in the literature that uses average market prices as those do

not vary within a market neither by type used nor probability of use of each type, whereas

this method generates a distribution of prices in each market. Importantly, this approach

also allows the researcher to obtain the implied price faced by users and non-users in a

symmetric way and to properly address the econometric issue of unobserved individual

prices in estimation by integration.

4.1 Results

Ongoing

5 Conclusions

Missing or incomplete data is a common problem faced by empirical researchers. Empirical

economists have addressed it using a variety of techniques including alternative datasets

and/or modeling. We propose a framework for overcoming inadequate information about

individual transaction prices.

Using the framework we propose, the researcher can include price heterogeneity from

individual prices while not observing these in the data. This is relevant in many situations

as many markets are characterized by heterogeneity in transaction price, but if it is not

possible to incorporate it due to insuffi cient data, then the estimates can lead to biased

price elasticities and incorrect policy conclusions.

We show, via Monte Carlo experiments, that our method of generating prices from

a simulated empirical distribution improves upon the typical approach that uses average

prices (over some dimension) for the same individual. A major benefit to this approach is

that it properly address the econometric issue of unobserved individual prices by integra-
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tion. In addition, it allows the researcher to generate an implied price faced by purchasers

and non-purchasers in a symmetric way (which is relevant for computing counterfactuals).
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